
Damen Yost  
The Adventuter

Profession: Travel Blogger &  
Professional Hiker
Age: 27 
Location: Vashon Island, Washington
Salary: $110K

Personality: 
Out-going 
Bold
Upbeat
Adventurous
Reliable 
Focused 
Driven 
Caring 
Philanthropic 

Likes:
Discovering new places to share with his followers
Creating new content for his instagram 
Working with brands and companies that value the natural world

Dislikes:
Disingenuous people & brands 
Selling things that he doesn’t care about
Doing cookie cutter things while traveling
Not being able to share a place fully with his followers

Goals:
Find quick info on best travel and lodging in The Faroe Islands
An insider’s perspective on the best things to do while visiting 
Easily find the best spots to share on his Instagram and blog
Get a better understanding of the unique environment of The Faroe Islands

Technical proficiency: 
Always using his phone on the go while traveling 
Avid user of his Ipad Pro since it functions as a laptop and creative device 
When he has time to sit a work on his blog on emails he uses his laptop 
He rarely uses his desktop since its not travel friendly

“I shouldn’t have to worry about finding the place I’m going 
 to, when to goal of travel is to find who you are instead.”

The Faroe  
Islands



Askel Heygum 
The Official 

Profession: Government Liaison &  
Trade Ambassador 
Age: 43 
Location: Tórshavn, Faroe Islands 
Salary: $87K

Personality: 
Ambitious 
Calculated
Hard-working
Patriotic 
Reliable  
Driven 
Business-minded 
Ecologically aware 
Effective

Likes:
Working to improve his home 
Connecting people and companies to bring wealth to The Faroe Islands  
Being outdoors and connecting with nature 
Making business plans that not only bring prosperity, but are also sustainable 
Dislikes:
People that don’t value transparency  
Lack of respect for his people and culture
People that don’t like to take risk and try new things
Not being able to show people the wonder & profit his little island has to offer

Goals:
Easy to share info about the benefits of investing in The Faroe Islands
Create more awareness for the culture and industry of the islands
Bringing money and modernity while still protecting his culture
Encourage Eco-tourims and adventure tourism

Technical proficiency: 
Does most of his heavy duty work on his laptop or office computer
Uses his phone when on the go or on location for emails only 
Starting to understand social media but, he needs to work with it more
Enjoys the versatility and usability of a tablet

“I love my home that’s why I want to share it with the world 
while also protecting its natural wonder.”

The Faroe  
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Arina Kunoy  
The Returning Student

Profession: Researcher &  
Aquaculture Engineer
Age: 26 
Location: Tórshavn, Faroe Islands 
Salary: $60K

Personality: 
Out-going 
Analytical  
Smart 
Ambitious
Persistent 
Altruistic  
Motivated
Loving
Happy

Likes:
Loves to travel and connect with new people and cultures
Sharing her home and heritage with others
Research and learning 

Dislikes:
One dimensional people
Those that don’t want to learn about new cultures
Boring work that doesn’t challenge her
Not being able to spend time with the people she cares about

Goals:
To show her friends from the outside world about her home
Show there is more to her Islands than just fish and scenery 
Educate others about her culture and heritage 
Inspire a sense of pride in her home and people 

Technical proficiency: 
Uses her Ipad when she doesn’t want to use her laptop
Loves her Laptop because she thinks it’s easier to get in-depth info 
Her phone is mainly for texts, calls, or social media only 

“After finishing university I am coming back home to The Faroe 
Islands. I want to show my friends that I met at uni more about 
my culture and home.”

The Faroe  
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